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Walt Mueller, Jr., aka ‘The Otter,’
resides in the foothills of the Rockies,
close to all the great Rocky Mountain
fisheries. When not creating new
products, ‘The Otter’ is in the water
testing their effectiveness. But don’t
just take our word, here’s what
others are saying:

“Have to admit, my success using the Embryo
Eggs was a surprise for me, and a bigger
surprise to my fishing buddies... They will all
have a few of these Otter "Embryo Eggs" in
their vest for the next outing.” C. Moreau.,
Ontario, Canada
"I'm sure it's a familiar story-I've never had
more NY steelhead success than when using
Otter's Soft Sucker Spawn, OS-3,Globule
pattern.." Jack, N.Y.
"Came back last week from the Eastern
Sierras, McGee Creek. Otter Eggs were the
ticket again! Thanks for a great product!"
R. Mikuriya, CA

“I've been fishing steelhead in the Salmon River,
N.Y. since 2013..have hooked more fish on Otter
Eggs than any other pattern-J. Nealon, MA
“Your egg is the best trout/salmon/steelhead
egg I’ve ever used, bar none ! Could have made
a bunch of $ selling them on the river..other
fisherman were offering up to $5.00 an egg!”
G. Jacobsen, NJ

"Am an avid user of your eggs... They are
unbelievable- I do “peg” hard beads and have
fished Alaska as well. We just got back from
the Clearwater River, ID; my buddy couldn't
touch a fish on “pegged” hard beads, and I was
crushing them on your Otter’s Soft Milking
Eggs. I love them! – D. Zignego, Bozeman, MT

1) Steelhead on a Pegged
Michigan Gold Otter Egg,
Clearwater River, Idaho; 2) Color
variations of dying steelhead
eggs; 3) Wyoming Brown Trout
caught with a ‘Kiwi Opaque egg;
4) Walt ‘The Otter’ with a huge
Muskegon River, Michigan,
steelhead on April 2018, taken
with his 8 mm Embryo Egg; 5)
Wyoming Brown Trout caught
by ‘DJ’ Juergensen with an
Embryo Egg

the neighborhood of 200 brown trout -it was
unlike anything I've seen and our success was
your Otter's Soft Milking Eggs..." L. Graff, MT

“Your eggs have fit the bill with phenomenal
days of up to 30 steelhead hookups. My son
had the only "bent rod" of all the folks fishing
the lower river today, all on the "Michigan
Gold" Otter eggs. Another winning color! "
J. Kovacik, N.Y.

"It was New Year's Day on the Bighorn River,
MT-with 4 accomplished anglers- we hooked in
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MICHIGAN GOLD

BUFF

BUFF/SILVER FLASH

APRICOT
OPAQUE
TANGERINE/RED FLASH

APRICOT/
SILVER FLASH

DEAD EGG WHITE
TANGERINE
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Tied, pegged & globule
patterns. Beaded embryo
eggs. 20 colors, 7 sizes.
Unmatched softness
& clarity.

“I can’t tell
the difference.
Can you?”

Walt Mueller, Jr.,
aka ‘The Otter’

“Visit our Online Store today @

www.softmilkingegg.com
Give ‘em a try... And you’ll
be hooked too!”

6977 S. Madison Way
Centennial, CO 80122
©2018 Blue River Designs, LLC. All ‘Soft Milking Egg’® patterns are registered
trademarks of Blue River Designs, LLC. NOTE: WE DO NOT SELL BULK EGGS TO
TIERS. Our products are for individuals’ personal tying and use and are not for
tiers to resell in wholesale or retail markets. Anyone not authorized, in writing,
to copy and reproduce our USPTO trademarked and registered patterns are in
violation of trademark laws and are subject to legal action on our behalf.

‘Eggxtraordinarily
realistic imitation
eggs!’
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Pegged Soft Embryo
Egg with Float Stop
(Salmon/Silver Flash
with Ruby Bead)

Pegged Soft
Embryo Egg
(Salmon with
Orange Bead)

▲

20 FIELD-PROVEN COLORS TO PICK FROM

4 mm Single
Hook: #16 to #12

The most natural and varied colors, unmatched
translucency and egg softness available.

“Otter’s pegged ‘Soft
Milking Embryo Egg’ ©
fly pattern is deadly!”

3 x 6 mm Cluster
Hook: #10 to #6

Otter’s Soft Milking Egg® products are
designed so you can focus on one thing:
A great day on the water.
Soft Embryo Egg
(Apricot with
Red Bead)

GLOW & OPAQUE

KIWI/SILVER FLASH

MICHIGAN GOLD

SALMON EGG

KIWI

TANGERINE/RED FLASH

APRICOT OPAQUE GLOW

APRICOT

BUFF

APRICOT/SILVER FLASH

KIWI OPAQUE GLOW

RUBY

ROBIN EGG BLUE

TANGO/SILVER FLASH

TANGERINE OPAQUE GLOW

TANGERINE

TANGO

BUFF/SILVER FLASH

FLAMINGO

Soft Sucker Spawn
‘Globule’ Pattern,
4 -10 eggs
Hook: #16 to #10

“The most realistic
soft sucker spawn
pattern EVER!”

It’s the result of an attention to detail and extensive field testing.
Our deadly eggs and patterns are available in 7 sizes and 20 colors that
realistically mimic the true egg colors for all species of trout and salmon,
as well as additional proven ‘attractor’ variations. Simply superb!

“Embedded beads,
not a ‘simulation,’
create a strikingly
lifelike appearance
with big rewards
on the water!”

SEE THRU CLEAR

SPARKLE FLASH

▲

Our soft milking eggs are available in the following sizes:
DOUBLE ROW: 2 x 2 mm Soft Sucker Spawn (OS-3)
SINGLE EGGS: 3, 4, 6, 8, and 10 mm
CLUSTER: 3 x 6 mm

8 mm Single
Hook: #10 to #6

Visit softmilkingegg.com for more about how our
exclusive product designs make all the difference.

4 eggs x 2 mm Soft
Sucker Spawn

ACTUAL SIZES

▲

(IN MILLIMETERS)

Hook: #16 to #12

▼

6 mm Single
Hook: #14 to #10

3 mm Single
Hook: #20 to #16

Soft Spawn Sacks

▲

Use 4 to 8 eggs in 4, 6, 8, and
10 mm egg sizes per sack

6 Eggs x 2 mm Soft
Sucker Spawn (OS-3)

▲ 10

mm Single

SALMON/SILVER FLASH

DEAD EGG WHITE

Hook: #8 to #4

Hook: #14 to #10

colors of Michigan Gold, Apricot Opaque, Kiwi
Opaque, Tangerine Opaque, Flamingo and
Dead Egg White, all realistically mimic the
final color changes of dying, unfertilized eggs.
Other transparent colors such as Salmon Egg,
Apricot, Ruby, Tangerine, Kiwi, Buff, Robin Egg
Blue and Tango mimic normal, fertilized egg
color variations.

Meticulously designed to mimic the numerous
‘colorations’ that occur over the course of an
egg’s dying cycle, our Soft Eggs are available
in 20 of the most natural and attractor colors,
and in 7 sizes — all highly effective for
salmon, trout and steelhead species.

Natural, lifelike softness ensures that fish hold
onto Otter Eggs longer, unlike ‘hard’ beads.
When fish grab they hang on, resulting in more
and easier hookups. And our unmatched
translucency and opaqueness creates a realistic appearance that fish can’t resist!

The glitter and mottling in our transparent
Kiwi/Silver Flash, Tangerine/Red Flash,
Apricot/Silver Flash, Tango/Silver Flash,
Buff/Silver Flash, and Salmon Egg/Silver Flash
eggs to the ‘glow and opaque’ high intensity

All tied ‘Soft Milking Egg’® patterns are topped
with an ultra thin, translucent sparkling
‘milking veil’ — a design so unique that like
the Otter Egg it carries registered trademarks.
This material effectively mimics the thin,

white veil naturally present as fertilized eggs
settle into the gravel bed, or a ruptured egg
‘milking’ out its contents. Both act as an
attractor that produces more strikes.
Otter’s unique ‘Soft Drift’ material produces a
more realistic drift & float, similar to natural
eggs that settle close to the gravel bottom,
softly resting along it and gently moving with
the current.
The ‘Sparkle Flash’ Otter Eggs use a specially
developed glitter material that provides
substantially increased visibility in off-color
and changing water conditions.
Any of Otter’s Soft Milking Egg patterns can
be tied in just about one minute with a little
practice, so you can spend more time fishing!
All Otter ‘Embryo Egg’© patterns have an internal colored bead that effectively mimics a real

egg, unlike competitors that use a ‘simulated’
red dot on the outside of their eggs.
The ‘OS-3 Soft Sucker Spawn’© pattern is a
striking reinvention of a popular fly that effectively imitates real sucker eggs abundant from
the winter months well into June, excellent for
trout and especially Great Lakes steelhead.
The 2 mm eggs in double rows can be cut to
any length for various hook sizes. No other
product on the market can do this!
Our new ‘Globule Soft Sucker Spawn’© pattern
has 6 to 10 eggs bunched up to mimic the real
sucker eggs that form in small ‘sticky’
bunches when released from the hen sucker.
This new fly pattern is the most realistic
sucker spawn pattern available anywhere!
The ‘Soft Milking Embryo Egg’© and ‘pegging
system on a leader’ are an industry first! The
tied fly ‘Embryo Egg’© patterns are incredibly

effective under selective fishing conditions,
especially in frequented and heavily fished
areas. Now you can easily peg them by using
a moveable ‘float stop’ positioned underneath
the egg above your hook. Otter’s pegged eggs
are a superior alternative to the hard, hand
painted beads used in Alaska and elsewhere.
There is nothing else like it on the market!
Incredibly lifelike and reusable, our Otter Egg
materials are the perfect alternative to real
eggs. Our spawn sacks are durable and will
withstand repeated hits by fish, and work well
with a drop of scent on the veil or egg sack.
Using Otter Eggs will help prevent the spread
of ‘VHS (Viral Hemorrhagic Septicemia)’ found
in the Great Lakes, Pacific, North Atlantic, and
North Sea, which affects over 50 species of
fish including all trout and salmonoid species.
VHS can also be spread by fishermen using

infected fish parts such as eggs, skein, natural
roe, egg sacks, bait fish, etc.
Visit softmilkingegg.com to download fly
pattern tying sheets, helpful pointers for
pegging Otter eggs, tying Otter’s ‘Soft Milking
Embryo Egg’© and to purchase our products
made exclusively in the USA! Check out live
demonstrations at fly fishing shows, or TU and
FFF Club meetings for tying variations, expert
tips and techniques (show listings available
on our website).
“Give ‘em a try, and you’ll be hooked too.
Have a great day on the water!”

DESIGNED BY STRAIGHT LIME | STRAIGHTLIME.COM

In 2002, Walt Mueller, Jr., avid fly tier and
fisherman of over 65 years, set out to create
the most realistic imitation eggs possible.
Otter’s ‘Soft Milking Egg’® materials and tied
flies are the continuation of his original
passion and strict attention to detail.
No other egg patterns have proven more
successful on the water, and here’s why...

➔

▲

“This high-intensity opaque
glow egg produces excellent
results in low light. Nothing
else even comes close!”
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